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one common issue is that by default, windows explorer and powershell use the utf-8 encoding when displaying text in file names and paths. if scoop is unable to read the file correctly because the encoding is incorrect, then it will not display. use the notepad option of the save as dialog box to change
the file extension and encoding format of the scoop file to english (windows-1252). if youre creating our scoop script, you can go ahead and enter your scoop locations into a text file. this is where youll write the scoop locations youd like to collect. when you start to enter scoop locations, i suggest you
try and think like a bot — keep in mind where a bot is in the osi model, and decide if the domain is likely to be a bot or a human. the scoop locations you enter will add to the results you get from the gathernetworktraffic api. the scoop will try and gather data if the domains that youve specified are
detected by the gathernetworktraffic api. this will work for grabbing data from all local network traffic, however, if you want to collect scoop file data from remote hosts, then you will need to run a remotescoop script. remotescoop will allow you to specify a set of known bots on a remote network. this
means that the scoop will only grab network traffic for which youve defined the bots as targets, and not all network traffic. our findings of bot-scooped bots led reddit users to speculate that the bandcamp api itself has been scooped, but this is not the case. bandcamp's website has been offline since
january 2018, for example, suggesting a recent attempt to avoid automated access. the company's official stance on bot-scooping and current efforts to curb its growth is currently unclear.
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once the script has finished, youll get a list of results showing the message fields (including text, color, command) where the data was scraped from, along with some other information. if the line of code @logtypes = { was in your log, you'll get a chunk of plain text above each entry showing what
message the data was scraped from. finally, if your irc network supports dumpcap, youll get a dumpcap file with all the messages in that type of message. the field value is passed in via a get parameter called msgtype, which is located in the url of the message that was scraped. there are a few other

get parameters that can be used to filter the results by field type, such as minimized, expanded, cmd, ircmode, client, and method. the full list of available parameters is in the scoop help page. the parameters cmd and ircmode only apply when youre trying to scrape data from commands that can have
a specific irc color or channel mode, respectively. if the parameter isnt included in the url, it will default to the weechat default irc channel mode if it applies. once youre done with the script, deactivate the extension tab in your weechat menu. to minimize the effect on your data, make sure to turn on a

logfile clean-up script, such as https://github.com/neofetch/neofetch-scripts/blob/master/scripts/weechat_cleanup.pl . its not necessarily practical to have to activate a cleaner script every time you want to scrape a folder of logs, so set up a scheduled task to run through your entire log folder once a
week. in this case, set up the script to run 5ec8ef588b
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